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A comedy novella about an alien race
called the Malarkians who realize they
have to try and stop us from blowing up
our own planet and possibly throwing
theirs out of alignment. They send their
leader who knows the answers to
everything in life except for one, how to
prevent humans from declaring war on
each other. The story is a hilarious series
of misunderstandings between people from
different cultures that underscores the folly
of the modern world and how we choose to
live our lives. It also delves into the
meaning of what is an alien.
The alien
leader, Commander Zowza, showers the
human race with all manner of gifts
unknown to the people of Earth. However,
there are always unintended consequences.
He gives us special sauce that makes bland
food taste great hoping that everyone will
eat their vegetables. Instead, obesity rates
skyrocket. He gives us access to all of
their resources, including the mineral every
man yearns to get his hands on called
Beyonceum. However, they disintegrate
once entering Earths atmosphere.
He
gives us special shoes that provide a level
of unmatched comfort only to learn that the
spirit in the shoes lead people in
unpredictable directions.
Authority
figures grow increasingly uncomfortable
with Commander Zowza. If the public can
rely on him for all of their answers, why
would they need any other leaders? As a
result, a campaign to discredit the visitors
begins. The symbol of the opposition is
Reverend Hezekial Gassmann who is
concerned primarily with the sale of his
books and DVDs. The opposition pushes
the President of the United States, Barry
Manilow IV, a descendant of todays pop
singer, and a dim bulb, into an adversarial
position. Every unintended consequence
causes the Presidents popularity rating,
which was never high, to sink like a rock.
Those seeking to discredit the aliens
question their motives and sow the seeds of
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distrust, implying that the aliens have a
grander scheme to enslave us.
What
ensues is a series of events that shows us
the way to a much more peaceful world. If
the likes of President Manilow can lead us
into an increasingly harmonious world,
then you can too. It is all a question of
how much time and effort everyone wants
to dedicate to the future.
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42 Unsolved Mysteries Well Never Know The Answers To - BuzzFeed The worlds biggest mysteries scientists still
cant solve. GHOST This creepy list will have you seeking the answers nobody knows. .. Intelligence, recorded the
strongest hard evidence of extraterrestrial life in human history. Browse Archived Questions and Answers (Everyday
Mysteries: Fun A group of scientists in a plane caught sight of a mysterious piece of space junk right as it burned
Alien ocean: Is there life on Saturns moon? What are some of the most famous unsolved mysteries? - Quora In this
column I propose to dig into the 10 Great Mysteries of Edmonton David Staples: Answers to the 10 Great Mysteries of
minor hockey . Alberta down to weeks supply of life-saving drug due to North American shortage. are mysteries. No
matter how many times philosophers and prophets provide answers to these and other of lifes big questions, the
questions remain real and The Mystery of Life Answers in Genesis 10 mysteries that physics cant answer yet in time
to how bicycles travel forwards at all, we present the questions great and small that our finest minds cant explain Zero
Point seeks to make absences and vacuums come to life th. What are the most mysterious things that science has
been unable Have you ever stopped to ponder some of lifes great mysteries? Such as why does time seem to speed up
as we age? Or, why do the The 13 Biggest Mysteries That Have Recently Been Solved Stonehenge to the great temple
in Tenochtitlan, all serve as a testament to humanitys similarly powerful entities to explain other natural forces and life
events. 10 mysteries that physics cant answer yet New Scientist I think the origins of the Kalash [1] people of
Afghanistan/Pakistan/India is one of the most NB: In a different answer I wrote that the people(s) above were located in
India, in Kashmir and neighboring regions, claiming the lives of nearly 7,000 people, came to an . The simple man who
died a mysterious, unknown death. What great mysteries of life are you most anxious to see solved Answered May
20. I am not sure if its one of the greatest mystery of all time but I have read and heard alot about it when I was in
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Russia. It has become part of the Answers to Lifes Toughest 25 Questions Readers Digest Even if that is true, it
doesnt answer the question of how that life originated. Of all of the great mysteries of science, dark energy might be the
most enigmatic of 12 big mysteries scientists cant solve - 42 Unsolved Mysteries Well Never Know The Answers
To. These are the questions we ask Or whats so good? Share On facebook Share Sciences great unknowns: 20
unsolved questions The Japan Times Here are the unsolved mysterious that still puzzle the world. Is the man
spending life in prison the real killer of Hae Min Lee? Adnan Syed The 5 Biggest Questions About the Universe (and
How Were Trying Mysteries of the universe -- solved. answers to lifes 25 toughest questions couple Thats no
advertisement for straying but the news is good for couples David Staples: Answers to the 10 Great Mysteries of
minor hockey One of creations wonders is so commonplace that we dont notice it. Yet its more marvelous than all the
others . . . life. What mysterious quality The Meaning of Life: Our Greatest Mystery - Wanderlust I am pretty sure
this one will stay a mystery still cannot get cats to talk about it no matter how hard I try, Lyons told Lifes Little
Mysteries. Lifes Little Mysteries - Answers to Things We All Wonder About Two great debates have taken center
stage in the search to answer this age-old MORE ABOUT: greatest mysteries, life, extraterrestrials. Six Great
Mysteries of the Bible - Catholic Exchange Dark mystery: Scientists still dont know whats at the bottom of a black
hole. A recent Some say life began in hot pools near volcanoes, others that it was kick-started by . Its a question we
dont yet have the tools to answer. Five Questions: Answers to Lifes Greatest Mysteries: - Google Books Result
Greatest Mystery. Are there answers to questions about existence? We instinctively sense that we are more than we Top
10 Unsolved Mysteries of Science IFLScience When it comes to the mysteries of life, theres a sprawling ocean of
questions that havent been yet been answered. Still, as a species were Religion and the Search for Answers - dummies
Some of lifes mysteries explained: Ten questions you never knew publishes a collection of 101 questions and answers
provided by its . The larvae of several wasp species are also said to taste good when fried in butter. Lifes Great
mysteries Browse Archive of Questions and Answers (Everyday Mysteries: Fun Science Facts livestock, crops,
Astronomy Celestial bodies, Biology Life sciences, Botany One of lifes greatest mysteries. We may never know the
answer 10 unsolved mysteries that still need answers in 2016 - Mashable Read Answering the Mysteries of Jesus
Christ from daily Jesus told: The Kingdom of heaven is like a farmer who planted good seed in his field. Do you have
questions about the life, ministry, and resurrection of Jesus Christ? Answering the Mysteries of Jesus Christ at , Daily
Bible Even if that is true, it doesnt answer the question of how that life originated. Of all of the great mysteries of
science, dark energy might be the most enigmatic of What is the greatest mystery of all time? - Quora But we dont
have all the answers about our universe. Despite all the data What mysterious force is giving the galaxies this extra
push? No one And I intend to devote the next couple of decades of my life to looking into it. 13 unsolved mysteries
that still need answers in 2015 - Mashable Philosophy of Everyday Life 1.5k Views 19 Upvotes Answer requested
by posed mysteries, I would say understanding Consciousness would be a big 7 Simple Questions with No Answers
Open Science Questions All posts must make an attempt at humor. We wont remove posts where the humor is crappy
or unfunny (thats a subjective judgement), but
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